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Jim says his goodbyes to his son as The Joker watches, disgusted. Jim then tells Gordon that he could have taught him everything that he knew, but he is so afraid that he will end up like this. The villain tells Gordon that he knows all the little secrets that he shared with Jim over the years, and now that he is done with Gordon, he can finally kill him. The Joker turns his attention to The Grim Knight who prepares to fire an arrow at Gordon, but the villain blocks the attack. The thief then tells the villain that they will finally get to have a real fight as
he slowly circles Gordon. The Joker takes aim at the commissioner's heart, but Gordon tells him that although he hates The Joker, he would rather die hating himself than end up like this. The Joker says that he could have killed Jim years ago, but he could not, and with this serum that he has also been given, he will have even more reason to hate Gordon. The Joker then catches the arrow and tosses it back at the villain. The Joker then uses the arrow as a rope and ties up The Grim Knight, while Gordon tells him that now that the villain has shown

him how he will die, he will do everything he can to make his last minutes on Earth as horrific as possible. Jim then throws him into one of the Batcave's many pits, and The Joker says that Gordon should hear how it feels to die in Hell. Gordon tells Jim that he knows he loves him and will make sure that he is looked after even if they did not meet again. Before he leaves, he says that he hopes that James Jr. turns out to be like him. The villain then tells the commissioner that he is leaving, as he is sure they won't allow him to leave Gotham alive.
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rage explodes from gordon, and he rips his utility belt off, struggling against the batman who laughs, telling him to stop
this right away. the villain shoves the man to his knees, and gordon opens fire, blasting his enemy with the element of
surprise. the batman who laughs falls back down to the floor, making no movement at all. the grim knight is as stunned
as gordon is. fear over taking his head shot at gordon, he attacks him with no more grace, but with no less force, using
the batman who laughs' energy rifle to turn himself into a supernatural warrior. gordon loses his weapon, and he simply
watches his enemy and lets the bullets take their toll on him. after a few more seconds, gordon was no longer able to

even move. the grim knight was not interested in killing jim, and he simply made a hasty exit, having decided to let him
die peacefully. the batman who laughs travels to gotham city, and he and the grim knight start abducting people for

gordon to torture. gordon does not approve of the batman who laughs's actions, and does his best to try to stop them.
batman eventually catches up and helps gordon to subdue the grim knight. batman then tells jim that he is no longer

convinced that he will manage to survive what the new batman is planning for him. jim decides that he needs to
confess to the crimes he committed and that he has become a monster. he also reveals that he tricked alfred into
signing his contract with the batman who laughs and that he knew about his plan to kill the former commissioner.

batman then tells jim that he will be the new commissioner one day, just so he can be tortured even more than he is
already. batman then prepares to kill gordon to stop him from ever being allowed to wear the cowl again. gordon

recognizes that batman was right all along, and he begs him to allow him to die so that he doesn't have to endure any
more suffering. he tries to run to batman but the batmobile makes its escape. 5ec8ef588b
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